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SHADE UPGRADE
Let the party begin under this 
innovative, festive umbrella, 
where you can blast music 
from a Bluetooth speaker, 
and keep celebrating with 
solar-powered LED lighting.



GETTING WARMER
Gathered around our sleek aluminum firepit 
– complete with nifty beverage ledge – our 
AVENTURA Lounge chair is the coziest spot to 
heat things up. Ultra-durable and comfortable, 
it features a sturdy aluminum frame wrapped in 
recyclable resin wicker, plus outdoor-grade foam 
cushions upholstered in weather-resistant fabric.

GETTING WARMER
Gathered around our sleek aluminum firepit – complete 
with nifty beverage ledge – our AVENTURA LOUNGE 
CHAIR is the coziest spot to heat things up.



FLEX TIME
Our AVENTURA DAYBED encompasses 
5 modular pieces that form 1 very versatile 
lounge. You can arrange the sofa with 
retractable cover, 2 armless chairs, 
ottoman and c-shaped end table into a 
variety of  configurations for any occasion.



POOLSIDE NOTE
Keep staycation vibes going strong with side-by-side 
chaise lounges and our AVENTURA BAR CART. 
This backyard superstar entertains on the go, with 
3 tiers of  storage, 2 removable trays and 1 removable 
basket for towels, water bottles and sunscreen.

SUNSET FOR LIFE
Dine al fresco forever at our 
TORTUGA TABLE. Custom 
finished to look like wood, the 
top is made from weather-resistant 
synthetic resin.



PARADISE CITY
Enjoy extra seats you can hide and seek with our 
space-saving cocktail table and ottoman combo.

COCKTAIL 
TABLE & 
OTTOMAN 
COMBO



RENDEVOUS FROM ABOVE
Round out your backyard situation with 
our IBIZA COLLECTION. Wrapped 
in hand-woven resin wicker, an armless 
chair and storage end table are all it takes 
to build your ideal semi-circle sectional.



BREEZY ON THE EYES
Hand-woven around a rust-free aluminum frame, 
bands of  sturdy resin wicker add bold architectural 
fl air to our KORO DINING CHAIR.



OASIS BASICS
You’re guaranteed to fi nd what you need in 
our crowd-pleasing KORO COLLECTION. 
Each item is made with all-weather materials, 
including rust-free aluminum, hand-woven 
resin wicker and outdoor-grade foam cushions.



refresh on martinique that we 
photographed in navy
more like a powder blue
offering navy online 
pick up photography

IN WITH THE BLUE
Inviting aqua-colored cushions draw you to this collection, and quality construction will keep you 
coming back for more. The paint-coated, rust-free aluminum frames flaunt graceful lines, while 
outdoor-grade foam and UV-rated, weather-resistant fabric ensure seating that withstands anything.



TODAY’S SPECIALS: 
FRESH AIR + ELEGANCE
Host meals to remember at our classy 
MARTINIQUE II dining table. This 
fully welded aluminum design even 
features an umbrella cutout to keep 
you (and your food!) from melting.



PARTY-ON PUB SET $895

How DO YOU,
Happy Hour?

BOTTOMS-UP 
BAR SET 

$1,285



BEST OF LS
«««««
PREPPY MAKES PERFECT
“The sofa is large enough for 
3 adults and super comfortable. 
The color of  the fabric is the 
perfect shade of  blue. Had a 
party and the sofa was always 
occupied! Wonderful value.”
-lillypip, San Clemente



Sunbathe BY DAY,
STARGAZE by Night

THE 
BRIGHT SIDE 
OF OUTSIDE

Colorful + comfortable 
outdoor pillows starting 

at $19



BEST OF LS
«««««
NATURAL WONDER
“This set is incredibly stylish 
and solidly constructed. The 
natural wood feels like it will 
last a lifetime. The cushions 
are firm but comfortable and 
hold their shape even after 
hours of  use.”
– Rickp, Los Angeles



GATHER &  LATHER UP
Crafted with stained, solid, stunning eucalyptus, 
our POMPEII COLLECTION sure looks luxe. 
Meanwhile, these retreat-chic pieces are off ered 
at unbelievable values. Those clean lines and 
plush outdoor-grade cushions will fool everyone.

The POMPEII chaise 
lounge is adjustable,
so you can get 
comfortable.



Cheers TO LOVE,
AT FIRST Sight



LEARN THE ROPES
Stay so fresh and stylish soaking up the sun 

on our SIENNA LOUNGE COLLECTION. 
You’re sure to fall for sturdy regatta rope, which 

is hand-woven around solid acacia frames to 
create unique silhouettes.



WOVEN OPPORTUNITY
In addition to high-quality, low-maintenance solid acacia, 
our SIENNA DINING COLLECTION earns attention 
for hand-woven regatta rope seating and hand-finished 
tabletop inserts with a neat concrete look.



Cut TO
THE Chaise



POT LUCK
Let your garden grow with 
pots and planters starting 

at $9



UMBRELLA OOH LA LA
Take cover in any of  4 colors. 
These designs feature sturdy 
powder-coated aluminum poles 
with crank lifts and UV-rated, 
weather-resistant polyester canopies.



SPLASH ZONE
After a dip in the pool, nothing could be more inviting than our minimal yet comfortable 
BISCAYNE LOUNGE COLLECTION. Not only can you build the perfect sectional for 
your backyard, you can add a coordinating lift-top table to the mix. It features 3 sections 
that rise to eating, drinking and reading height.



MAKE IT A 
DOUBLE

Read, sleep, tan, repeat 
on our BISCAYNE II 
CHAISE LOUNGE.

HOME IS WHERE 
THE BAR CART IS
Every backyard bartender needs 
one. This design is extra handy 
with locking caster wheels and 
a rack for 5 bottled refreshments. 



SEA FOR YOURSELF
With its nautical blue and white palette, our 
BISCAYNE II DINING COLLECTION 
inspires all the coastal feels. Sleek aluminum 
frames and slat-style tops also leave things 
open and airy.



TABLESIDE SERVICE
File this under clever design feature: 
built-in teak tables that flip up, so 
you can set drinks and snacks down. 



TEAK OUT
When it comes to outdoor furniture, few materials can 
compete with teak. The natural oils this wood contains 
make it one of  the most weatherproof  picks. Plus, its 
inherent strength, quality and beauty are a match made 
in heaven with sturdy aluminum.



PILLOW POPPERS
New styles starting at

 $9

COUNTER ACT
If  your love of  teak keeps lifting 
you higher and higher, consider 
the counter-height version of  our 
BRASILIA TEAK DINING 
COLLECTION. 



ZEN OUT OF TEN
Low-key, low-profi le lounging is what our ANDAZ COLLECTION is all 
about. Multiple modular pieces can be arranged in multiple confi gurations. 
Even the cocktail table is designed to stand alone or nestle in the corner.



EYE-OPENING STATEMENT
Super sleek, super strong aluminum frames? Check. 
Curved slat back chair with comfy cushion? Check. 
Weather, fade and crack-resistant tabletop? Check. 

Dinner outside tonight? Yes, please! 



NEW FLAME
Cool concrete, durable 

metal and glass make this 
fi repit a party hit.

NEW HANG
Our most unique outdoor set yet, the SAINT VINCENT COLLECTION is fully 
upholstered and completely modular. To bring this kind of  comfort outside, aluminum 
frames and open cell foam cushions – which provide excellent drainage – are covered in 
a UV and fade-resistant miracle material.



UNWIND + DINE
With a banquette sectional and dining table that are designed 
to pair together, you can sit back and snack. Matching ottomans 
that tuck neatly underneath the table are perfect additions for 
bigger backyard occasions.



new table top

STEAL THE PATIO SHOW
Streamlined, sturdy and small-space 
friendly, our DOMINGO II SOFA WITH 
REVERSIBLE CHAISE AND COCKTAIL 
TABLE are made for patio living. Sold as 
a set, they boast durable aluminum frames 
wrapped in hand-woven resin wicker.




